Welcome to USC

Located in the heart of Los Angeles, the University of Southern California is one of the world’s leading private research universities. Learn more about USC.

The Next Generation of Innovators
Intriguing new ideas were in evidence at the student showcase and competition, a new annual event presented by the USC Stevens Institute for Innovation.

Art and War
L.A.-based actress Ivonne Coll and painter Alex Donis experiment with the power of art to jumpstart change.

The Age of Apology
Hebrew University communications scholar Zohar Kampf looks at the role of public apologies in Israeli political discourse.

Expanding Spirituality, Shrinking Churches?
Theologian Anthony Kelly of Australian Catholic University considers a trend toward more personal expressions of faith.

Jobs Wanted – and Taken – by USC MBAs
Hiring rates continue to climb under the USC Marshall School’s new Career Resource Center approach.

Al-Jazeera’s Impact to be Studied
A USC Annenberg doctoral student wins a grant to study the network’s effect on cross-cultural communication and understanding.

Quick Links: OASIS | Library | Bookstore | Course Catalogue | Schedule of Classes | Web Registration | Financial Aid | USC Web Mail | OTIS
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